New Foal, Barrenness and (Unborn) Foal Insurance
Questions and Answers
Question: When can I insure my New Born Foal?
Answer: A General Mortality & Theft Insurance policy is available from just 24 hours of
age. This is a standard annual policy that pays a claim if the horse should die or
become a candidate for Humane Destruction resulting from a covered peril (accident,
illness or disease) provided the insured has complied with the policy terms and
conditions. Humane Destruction can only be determined by a licensed Veterinarian.
This policy also covers theft. Special Endorsements are available to enhance this policy.
Question: What does Barrenness Insurance for Mares cover?
Answer: This insurance provides coverage should a qualified mare not get in foal to a
qualified stallion. This coverage works in conjunction with Prospective (unborn) Foal
Insurance.

Question: What is Prospective /( Unborn) Foal Insurance Coverage?
Answer: This coverage protects from the loss of an unborn foal, commencing no earlier
than 42 days in foal.
Question: Are specific exams required prior to obtaining (Unborn) Foal coverage?
Answer: Yes. A satisfactory insurance exam on the mare, a satisfactory produce
history, an ultrasound and manual examination of pregnancy performed no earlier than
the policy inception date and ultrasound confirmation that the mare is not carrying twins
will be required.
Question: When and how long does Unborn Foal and Barrenness coverage run?
Answer: Normally this coverage runs from 30 to 60 days after foaling. Then foal
insurance can incept at expiration of policy.

Request Coverage Today!
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